Oscar Galindo, General Manager of NASSCO/General Dynamic's TIMSA, a company with over 200 skill and semi skill workforce that manufactures world class pipe assemblies and shipbuilding metal parts.

This company originally was established in Mexicali through a shelter sub-contracting service in 1991, now it is completely independent and continues to expand based on their quality processes.

Oscar is a native of Mexicali, graduate of the Monterrey Institute of Technology and Higher Education (Tec de Monterrey), based in Monterrey, state of Nuevo Leon. Member of a Mexicali pioneer family that owned and operates Blanca Nieves, since 1946, an iconic restaurant venue in the Traditional Down Town area of Mexicali.

TIMSA began with ship door frame assemblies in 1991, today they have proven to be of quality and a competitive manufacturer, all based on team production guided by Oscar and management.

TIMSA has available capacity for companies in need of a source of manufacturing, if interested contact marketing@pimsa.com.mx